INTRODUCTION
A theory T in a countable language L. is said to be &-categorical if any two countable models of T are isomorphic, and a structure M for L is called &categorical if the theory of M (the set, denoted Th(M), of all sentences in L true in M) is &+ategorical.
Thus a countable structure A4 is EC,,-categorical if and only if it is determined up to isomorphism (in the class of countable L-structures) by its first-order properties. The fundamental theorem about &-categorical structures was-proved independently by Engeler [3] , Ryll-Nardzewski
[lo], and Svenonius [14] , and we shall use it in the following form: Here, Aut M denotes the group of automorphisms of M; and if G is a subgroup of Aut M and r > 1, we say that G is almost r-transitive on M if G has only finitely many orbits in its action on M'. Nilpotent groups, even class 2 nilpotent groups, are very hard to classify (a group G is called nilpotent of class 2, or just class 2, if G is non-abelian and G' < Z(G), where G' and Z(G) denote the derived group and centre of G, respectively). Our aim in this article is to show that &-categorical class 2 groups are no exception to this, and in so doing to present some new examples of such groups. We will consider three kinds of class 2 groups:
(1) Central products of finite class 2 groups. Our principal result in this connection is THEOREM A. If G is a finite class 2 group, and K is a subgroup of G such that 6' <K < Z(G), then the central product T of &, copies of G, amalgamated over K, is &-categorical.
We shall specify I-more precisely in Section 2; for the moment, we recall that a group L is said to be a central product of subgroups {M, (2) Comprehensive groups. Our notion of a comprehensive group is inspired by the work of Saracino and Wood [ 121 (where they examine the structure of periodic existentially closed models of certain theories of class 2 groups). Informally, a class 2 p-group G is comprehensive if every compatible finite system of commutator equations [a,, g] = zi in a single variable g is soluble in G; equivalently, if whenever we have finite class 2 pgroups H < K whose exponents are compatible with that of G, with H '"wellplaced" in K, and a "nice" embedding 8: H + GI then 6 extends to an embedding of K into G. We shall prove THEOREM C. If Z is a countable abelian p-group, and t, u < a~ are such that (Z, t, u) satisfies certain compatibility conditions, then there is a unique countable comprehensive group G of exponent pU such that Z(G) z Z and G/Z(G) has exponent pt. This group is &-categorical if u < CO.
We subsequently obtain a necessary and sufftcient condition, when u < co. for the group G of Theorem C to have a model-complete theory.
(3) Boolean powers of finite class 2 groups. If G is any group and R is any Boolean ring, then a group called the Boolean power of G by R can be constructed, which for certain choices of R is &categorical.
This provides another source of &-categorical class 2 groups, and we compare these with the groups arising in (1) and (2) .
We shall illustrate the contrasting behaviour of these three kinds of groups in two ways. Firstly, we shall consider their finite residuals: we recall that the finite residual R(G) of a group G is defined by R(G) = 0 {H 4 G: / G : H ] < co }? and that G is said to be residually finite if R(G) = 1. The finite residual of G therefore measures the extent to which G i-s embeddable in a Cartesian product of finite groups.
Secondly, if G is a class 2 group, then the commutator map [ , j: G X G 4 G which sends (g, h) to [g, h] induces an alternating bilinear map from G* x G* to Z(G) which we also denote by [ , 1, and the structure of G is largely determined by this bilinear map: here, and throughout this article, asterisks will denote images modulo the centre of a group, except where otherwise stated. We shall term a subgroup A of (G*, [ 1) pure if it has an orthogonal complement in G *: that is, if there is a subgroup B of G* such that G* = A X B and [A, B] = 1. This idea links with that of a central product: for G is a central product of subgroups H and K precisely when G* = H* x K* and [H, K] = 1. For the groups G arising in (l)-(3), we shall consider whether (G*, [ 1) h as any non-trivial finite pure subgroups.
The outcome of these considerations we defer until the relevant sections. Informally however, we can describe the bilinear maps arising from examples (l)-(3) as follows:
In (l), we obtain a bilinear map from r/K x T/K to K, which is the "direct product" of EC,, copies of the bilinear map from G/K X G/K to K.
In (2) , the bilinear map arising may be said to be as complicated as possible: when G/Z(G) has exponent p, the map bears a similar relation to the alternating bilinear map ((x, y), (z, t)) w xt -yz from IF; X 'Fi to IF, (where IF, is the field of p elements) as a countable atomless Boolean ring bears to the two element Boolean ring.
In (3), the bilinear map corresponding to GR can be thought of as the "Boolean power" of that corresponding to G.
&CATEGORICAL CENTRAL PRODUCTS OF FINITE GROUPS
Suppose that G is a group, that K is a subgroup of Z(G), and that A is some indexing set of cardinality 1. We define G(A; K), the (central) product of ;1 copies of G amalgamated oz'er K, thus: let G" and K" be the (restricted) direct products of il copies of G and K, respectively, indexed by A; let (K" )" = {y E K" : II,,, yn, = I}, where 71, : K" + K is the projection map corresponding to cz E A, and let
We write G(n; K) and G(w; K) for G(A ; K) when 1 A ] = n and No, respectively. We note that if a E A, then G, (component c( of the direct product G") embeds in G('4 ; K) and contains K, where we write K for K"/(K" )". Moreover, G(A; K) is a central product of {G, : u E A}. Our main result in this section is THEOREM A. Let G be a finite class 2 group, and K a subgroup of G such that G' <K < Z(G). Then G(w; K) is &-categorical.
We remark that G(o; K)/K z (G/K)". From this, we see that it is vital that K contain G' in Theorem A: for otherwise G/K is non-abelian, and so (G/K)" is not &-categorical, by [9, Remark. If G is a countable extra-special p-group (that is, G' = Z(G), G' is cyclic of order p, and G/G' is an elementary abelian p-group), then an extension of the argument of Gorenstein [6, p. 2041 shows that G is a central product of certain subgroups of order p3. Therefore G is &-categorical. by Theorem B. For each odd prime p, there are just two countably infinite extra-special p-groups: G, (say) of exponent p, and GZ (say) of exponent p'. The &,-categoricity of G, was first shown by Felgner [4] .
Before embarking on the proof of Theorem A, we recall two further facts about &,-categoricity. This result, which is contained in [7, 9, 1.51 , is an easy consequence of Theorem 1.1.
FACT 3. Let A be a finite abelian group, and let B = A w. Then for each r > 1, there is some k such that for each subset F of B of order r, there are subgroupsCandDofBsuchthatF~C,CzA",DzB,andB=CQD. In particular. B is &-categorical. This is a special case of Baur [ 1, Lemma 61 . and is proved by constructing an appropriate automorphism, given F, of A" (the product of the first ?I components of A"), where n is chosen so that F s A".
Theorem A can be thought of as a generalisation of Fact 3, and we shall prove it by likewise working inside a finite part of the infinite central product G(w; K). Set m be the exponent of G, and let A4 = m + 2. We begin by constructing a specific automorphism of G(M; K).
Notation.
Let G and K be as in Theorem A, and write r= G(o; Kj. r,l = G(n;K). Let rt: G" + r and TI,, : G" + r,, be the quotient maps. For j> 1, let Gj be the image in r under PZ of thejth component of G". We have Gj E G for each j, and (Gi : 1 < j < n) is naturally isomorphic to r,, , since (K")" n G" = (K")o. We therefore view r,, as a subgroup of r. Let ai: G + G" be given by gai = (g,... Ti . . . . g), where this last denotes the M-tuple whose ith entry is 1, and whose other entries are g. Define a: G" + G" by LEMMA 2.1. The map p: G" + r,,, is a homomorphism, and it induces an endomorphism /3* of r,,. Moreover, /I* is a self-inverse automorphism of r,\, whichJxes every element of K. From this, it is immediate that gp= 1 if g E (P')"; moreover, since k = 6% l,..., 1) 71,~~ in r,,:,, (for k E K), we see that the induced endomorphism p* of r,, fixes each element of K.
We prove finally that (J?*)2 is the identity map on &. Now a2rl,, = r~J,8*)~, while By repeated application of this, we obtain an automorphism w of r such that w(yv/) < N, and we may now select a permutation r of N such that Yl//T'2 E (G1Y.3 G,) = r,. Hence Aut r has at most (TV lr orbits in its action on rr. Thus r is K,-categorical. fi
The following simple result is needed for Theorem B: (1 < n < s) be the finitely many equivalence classes under -among the Gi. Fix n<s: let r,=(Gj:jEA,); writeA=A,, selectjEA, and let H=Gj. Then there is an isomorphism $ from H" to nD { Gj : j E A} (where JJD denotes direct product), acting as the identity on Z", and a natural map I,V from ][" {Gj : j E A} to r,, and it is easily seen that 4~ has kernel (Z")o. Hence r,, is isomorphic to H(A; Z), and so is (finite or) &,-categorical by Theorem A, since H' <r' <Z = Z(H). Finally, r is a central product of r , ,..., r,, and so is &-categorical by Lemma 2.2. 1
Remark. The proof of Theorem B relies heavily on the fact that Z(r) is finite. Some condition like this is essential, as if we take G to be any finite class 2 group, and let r= G", then r is a central product of subgroups isomorphic to G, but is not &,-categorical.
Finally, we examine the finite residual of G(w; K) and decompositions of G(o;K)/K.
We record the following well known fact, which we shall also require in Section 3. (b) T/G' is a homomorphic image of (G/G')", and so is abelian, whence, r' < G'. On the other hand, Cl = G' <r' for each i. Thus r' = G' <K. Further, r/r' is a direct product of finite cyclic subgroups by Fact 4, and so is residually finite; hence R(T) < r'.
To see the converse, let oi: r* + GT be the ith projection, and suppose that H is a normal subgroup of finite index in r. It is not difficult to see that H*oi = GF for some i. 
COMPREHENSIVE GROUPS
We begin by establishing some notation: for a group G, and for g E G? let j g( denote the order of g, and exp G the exponent of G. We shall say that G has exponent p"j (for p a prime) if G is a p-group of infinite exponent. We write C(p') and C(p"O) for the cyclic group of order pr and the infinite locally cyclic p-group, respectively.
If G is an abelian p-group and g E G, then the height of g in G, written ht,(g), is defined by ht,(g) = sup(n > 0: g = hP" for some h E G\.
A subgroup S of G is said to be pure in G if ht,(g) = ht,(g) for all g E S. ff S has bounded exponent, this is equivalent to saying that S is a summand of G (by [8, Theorem 71) . We record FACT 5 (Kaplansky [8, Lemma 71) . Suppose that G is an abelian pgroup, and that S is a subgroup of G containing no elements of infinite height. Suppose also that ht,(g) = ht,Jg) for all g E S of order p. Then S is pure in G.
If A is a subgroup of the abelian p-group G, and g, )..., g,, E G, then we shall say that (A, g 1 ,..., g,) is pure in G if A, !g,i ,..,, (g,) form a direct product which is pure in G.
For m < CL), let T" denote the theory of class 2 nilpotent groups of exponent dividing m (so that Tm is just the theory of class 2 groups), and iet g,,z denote the class of existentially closed models of T". Saracino and Wood i 12 ] consider groups in gn',, : in particular, they show that for each M < (rj. there is a unique countable periodic group in g,,,, and that this group is Nocategorical if m < 00 ([ 12. We are writing Horn@, Z) for the group of homomorphisms from A to Z (with pointwise multiplication).
In [12] it is this property which is used to effect a back and forth argument to prove the uniqueness of countable periodic groups in 8',,, (m < co); it is this property, along with information about Z, which is axiomatised to show &-categoricity when m < co; and it is this property which is used to provide explicit presentations of the periodic countable groups in 8m (m < co).
We therefore define a class 2 p-group G with centre Z to be comprehensive if it satisfies Property 3.1 (we only consider p-groups, since any class 2 periodic group is the direct product of its p-parts). We shall be interested in comprehensive groups G having specified centre Z and specified values for exp G and exp G".
Notation.
If Z is an abelian p-group and t, u < co, then we let /,(p', p*/Z) denote the class of groups G such that G is nilpotent of class 2, Z(G) 5 Z, exp G = p", and exp G* = pt.
Since exp(G/Z(G)) ,< exp Z(G) if G is class 2, we see that ~l.i(p", p'/Zj is non-empty only if s > t, where pS = exp Z. We also require s + 6 > zl > s for obvious reasons; less obviously, we need 1.4 > t if p = 2 and u < co (cf. [ 12, Lemma 2.2 1).
We can now state our basic theorem:
THEOREM C. Let p be a prime. Suppose that Z is a countable abelian group of exponent pS (where s < co), and that t, u < 00 are given with s + t > u > s > t, with also u > t if'p = 2 and u < a. Then there is a unique countable comprehensive group G in O,Y;(p", p'/Z); and G is &categorical if u < 03.
We originally proved this in the case s = t = u = 1, and p # 2, by constructing a suitable alternating bilinear map. In the light of [ 121, however, we can now prove this rather stronger result. Our proofs of Lemmas 3.2, 3.3, 3.5, and Theorem 3.6(a) owe much to [ 121, while those of Theorems 3.4 and 3.6(b) are independent of [12] .
Towards the end of this section we shall consider the finite residual of the group G obtained in Theorem C, along with splittings of (G/Z, [ I). We shall also derive a necessary and sufficient condition on Z, t, and I(, when u < co, for G to have a model complete theory.
Our first lemma gives some properties of comprehensive groups (of which parts (c) and (d) have the same thrust as Lemma 3.1 of [ 121). Proof. We remark first that if G is any class 2 p-group with centre Z, h E G -Z, and g E G satisfies [h, g] # 1, with 1 gl = p". then ht,.(h* j < n -1: for otherwise h* = (k*)P" for some k E G, whence
[a) The above shows that non-trivial elements of G/Z have finite height; hence (by 18, Theorem II]) G/Z can be expressed as a direct product of cyclic p-groups. Suppose that r is an integer and that r < t. If A is a finite pure subgroup of G", then take a = 0 (the trivial map in Hom(A, Z)) and w = I in (3. I) to see that there is a cyclic subgroup A r of G" such that (A, ( = pr, A r! A I = 1, and A x A, is pure in G*. Taking A = I initialfy and iterating this process, we obtain, for each II, a pure subgroup of G* isomorphic to [ C(p')]". A routine argument now shows that in any decomposition G* = n$',, Bi with Bi cyclic, there must be infinitely many i such that Bi z C(p').
(bj G' is generated by elements [g, h] (g. h f G); and if f < co, then [g+hJpf= 1s": h] = 1, as gP'E Z. Hence G' ,< (z E Z: /z\ Q p'}.
Conversely, if z E Z and }z ] < p', we can find h E G such that (h*:; is pure in G* of order \z\, by (a). Now take A = (h"), a E Hom(A. Z) to be the map sending h* to z, IV = 1, and pr = /z/ in (3.1) to obtain g E G such that [h, g] = z. It follows that z E G'.
(c) Notice first that m < co, by our initial remark. Find k E G such that h* = (k*)pm, so that j k*I = pm+'. By Fact 5, (k", is pure in G*. Since exp 2 2 p', we can find z E Z of order \k*\. Taking A = <k*), a: A + Z: k*+z, We can now attack the existence statement of Theorem C.
THEOREM 3.4. Let Z be a countable abelian group of exponent pi (where s<m), and let t,u<m begitlen such thats+t>u>s>t, with u>iij" p=2 and u < co. Then there is a countable comprehensit~e group ir:
Proof. Let s, = min(s, tz) and t, = min(t, n). Let Z, < Z, < Zz < ..' be a sequence of finite subgroups of Z such that exp Z, > p"'+; and Z = L\,,>, Z,. Let G, = Z. We construct inductively a sequence 6, < G, < G2 < .. _ of class 2 p-groups such that for each n 2 1 (writing asterisks moduio Z) (a) GA < Z ,< Z(G,). and Gz is finite; (b) exp G, ,< p" and exp Gz < p'"; (c) Gz-1 is pure in Gz: We already have G, such that exp G, = ps < pU. Suppose that n > I. and that we have G,-, . Let { (ai, wi, ri): 1 Q i Q N) be a list of all triples (u, II', r) satisfying (1 kclearly there are only finitely many such. Let H and { bi : 1 ,< i < NJ be constructed as in Lemma 3.3, and take G, = H. Now G,>G,,-,, c< Z Q Z(G,), GzP r is pure in Gz (which is finite). . Hence hP" = 1, and so exp G, < p'. This completes the induction step. Now take G= lJnaO G,: this is a class 2 p-group, with G' <Z < Z(G), and G*= lJn>,,Gz.
Hence expG<p" and expG4:<pc, by (b). Conversely, taking CL E Hom(G,*_, , Z,-,) to be the trivial map, r = I,, and ~$2 E Z,-, of maximal order subject to p*" j IV]< p", we see from (d) that exp G,* > ptn, and exp G, > pen I w ) > pun, where U, = min(u, t, + s,), since exp Z,-1 > pm. But t,, + t and t,+s,+f+s>u as n-co. Hence exp G" > p* and exp G > p', whence we obtain equality.
We show next that Z(G) = Z; to do this, it suffices to show that if h E G and (h * I = p, then h sf Z(G). Find n such that h E G,, and suppose that h* has height m in Gz: thus h" = (k*)P" for some k E G,. Now (k*) is pure in Gz by Fact 5, and
Find z E Z, such that (z I = I k* 1, and a E Hom(Gz, (z)) such that k*u = z (take a to be trivial on some complement to (k*) in Gz). Taking no = 1 and Thus G belongs to J;(p", p'/Z). We show finally that G is comprehensive. To this end, let A be a finite pure subgroup of G*; and suppose CL E Hom(A, Z), w E Z, and r E N satisfy exp(Aa) < p" < p' and p'/~l~p~.Findn~rsuchthatA~G;I*,Au~Z,,and~1~Z,.SinceAis pure in Gz, we can extend a to a homomorphism p: Gz + Z, (with GzP = Aa). By our choice of G, + , , there is some b E G,, , such that (Gz, b*) is pure in G,*+ i, Ib*I=f, bPr = w, and Ig~~l=g*~ for all gE G,.
In particular, [a, b*] = acr for all a EA. But Gz is pure in Gz, r for all m, and so Gz+ r is pure in G,? for all j > 12 + 1, and is therefore pure in G". Thus A is pure in Gz, G: x (b*) is pure in Gz+ ,, and Gz+l is pure in G". Therefore A x (b*) is pure in G$, as required. B
We now turn to showing the uniqueness, and &categoricity when u < co, of countable comprehensive groups in Jf(p", p'/Z). We shall, predictably, use a back and forth argument, based on LEMMA 3.5. Let G and H be class 2 p-groups, with H comprehensive; let a subgroup Y of G be given such that G' < Y < Z(G). Let Z = Z(H), and let asterisks denote images in H/Z.
Suppose that exp G < exp H and exp(G/Y) < exp(H/Z). Let K be a subgroup of G containing Y such that K/Y is finite, and let L be a subgroup of H such that L * is pure in H:". Let an isomorphism /I: K --+ L be given such that Yp = L n Z.
Then for each g E G such that (Yg> n K/Y = 1, there is an h E H such that (L*,h*)
is pure in H*, and an isomorphism 1':
extending ,B such that gy = h and Yb = (Im y) n 2.
ProoJ Let W = Yp = L f? Z. Write / Yg/ = pi and gP' = J'. Now L 'k E Lf IV-K/Y; hence L" is finite, and is given to be pure in H". Let the map u in Hom(L*, 6%') be given by c*a = [c(P-'), g] P for cEL, which is well defined since (L n Z) pP I = Y < Z(G). We observe that exp(L*u) ,< 1 Ygi = p'< exp(G/Y) < exp H*, and But H is comprehensive, so there is an h E H such that (I. *, h*) is pure in H*,lh*I=p".hp'=y,L?,and [kAhl= I(W)*1 a= [k, glP for all k E K.
Moreover, every element of (K, g) can be written uniquely in the form kg'.
with k E K and 0 < s < pr, and similarly for (L, h j (since [c, h] E W for all c E L, and kPr E IV'). Using these facts, it can be readily verified that the map
is an isomorphism such that gy = h and (Im y) n Z = W. 1 Suppose, then, that n > 0 and that we have K,, , L,, , and P?,, : K,, + L,, extending ,LIO. By Fact 6, we can find gr,..., g, E G such that (K& 9 g,*,..., g,*) is pure in G*, and af+, E (K&, g: ,..., g,$;. Applying Lemma 3.5 successively with Y = Z(G) and Z = Z(H), noting that exp G = exp H and exp G* = exp H*, we obtain hl,..., h, E H such that (L$, h: ,..., h,*) is pure in H*, and an isomorphism PZ,, +, from Kz,,+, to L Zn + I extending Ptn, where Kzn+ , = (Kzn, g, ,. .., g,> and Lzn + I = (L,, , h, ,..., h,). We note that a,,, E K2,+1. Proceeding by induction, we obtain in the limit an isomorphism p: G + pi. as required.
(b) Now let G be a countable comprehensive group of finite exponent p". Let 2 = Z(G) and pf = exp G*. We must show that Aut G has only finitely many orbits on G' for each r E N. Fix r 2 1, and suppose that F 1s a finite subset of G of size r. Applying Fact 6 r times in G", we obtain elements k, ,..~, k, E G, where rr < tv, such that (k?,..., kikj is pure in 6" and F* c_ (k;,..., k,* j. Let P = (F, k, ,. .., k,): this is a finite subgroup of G, whose order can be bounded by a number (Iv, say) depending only on p, u, and r; moreover P* = Jk* , 1 ,..., kz), and so is pure in G". Now let r= {P< G: P* is pure in G* and /PI < NJ. For Q. R E r, write Q -R if there are isomorphisms y: Q -+ R and 8: Z --) Z such that (Q f? 2) y = R n Z and qy = qB for q E Q f? Z. Clearly -is an equivalence relation on f, and we claim that r/-(the set of equivalence classes in Iunder -) is finite. For P,QEK we write (P,PnZ)r(.Q,QnZ) if (PnZ)y=QnZfoor some isomorphism y from P to Q, and [P] for {Q E r: (P, P n Z) 2 (Q, Q n Z)). Because groups in r have order at most N, we have that {[PI: P E rj is a finite partition of r. Fix P E J', and let Ii = P n Z. For each Q E [P], select an isomorphism oa : P -+ Q such that UC?, = Q f? Z, and let Pa : U+ Z be the restriction of uo to U: we can regard pa as an element of Z' (the group of set maps from CJ to Z). Sut Z is &categorical, and so Aut Z has only finitely many orbits on Z"; moreover, if Q? R E (P]. and /?, = /Ia 9 0 for some B E Aut Z, then (cx~)-' aR (= I', say) is an isomorphism from (Q. Q n Z) to (R. R n Z), and qy = q0 for q E Q n Z-in other words.
Q .--R.
It follows that [PI/ -is finite for each P E r, and so I'/-is also finite. as claimed.
But if Q, R E I-, and Q -R. with 1' and 8 as above, then the map 6: QZ --$ RZ: qz t+ (qy)(zO) is a well defined isomorphism. But Q* and R*' are pure in G*, and so (by the argument of (a), taking /IO = 6) 6 extends to an automorphism 4 of G, and we see that QQ = R. Let P:,..., P, be representatives of the classes in r/'/-. Then for each subset F of G of size 7, we have FE P for some P E T, and so P;%, E Pi for some $ E Aut G and r < m. Hence Aut G has only finitely many orbits on G', as required. 1
Theorem C now follows from Theorems 3.4 and 3.6. Next, we consider subgroups of finite index in comprehensive groups, to illustrate how these groups differ from those in Section 2. The following lemma will be useful: LEMMA 3.7. Let p be a prime, and let r E N; write C = C(p"). Let A be an abelian p-group, and B a subgroup offinite index in A. Suppose that there is a pure subgroup D, of A isomorphic to C" for each n > 1. Then D,, may be chosen to be a subgroup of B.
Prooj
Find s such that ]A : B / < p"' '. Suppose that n > 1 is given; let m = n + s, and let D be a pure subgroup of A isomorphic to C". Now
~s+l. But D n B is a direct product of at most m cyclic subgroups, each of order at most pr (see, for example, [5, Theorem 10.71). Considering ] D: D n B /, we see that at least n of these cyclic subgroups must actually be isomorphic to C, and so D n B has a subgroup E isomorphic to C". Clearly E is pure in D, and so in A, and we are done. 1 PROPOSITION 3.8. Let G be a countable comprehensive class 2 p-group, and let Z = Z(G). Then (a) the Jinite residual R(G) of G contains G', and equals G' if expG < co; (b) ifZ is not locally cyclic, then (G/Z, [ 1) has no nontrivialfinite pure subgroups.
We recall that Z is locally cyclic if every finitely generated subgroup of Z is cyclic. In our case, Z is locally cyclic precisely when Z is isomorphic to C(p') for some r < 00.
ProoJ: (a) Let H be a subgroup of finite index in G. We show that H' = G'.
For g E G, let gB in Hom(H, G'/H') be given by h( gt3) = H'[h. g] (h E H). The map 6 from G to Hom(H, G'/H') is a homomorphism, and H<KerQ.
Thus /GBI<]G:H]. Now suppose that there is some element z E G' -H': say ]zl = p". By (3) If we take Z = C(P~), t = 1, and u = co, and let G be the associated comprehensive group, then we have 1 G' j = p. Now G/G' contains the subgroup Z/G', which is isomorphic to C(px'); thus neither Z/G' nor G/G' is residually finite (and in fact R(G) = Z).
(4) If G is comprehensive with centre Z, then it is not difficult to see that (in the notation of Section 2) G(2; Z) is comprehensive, and so is isomorphic to G. Thus (G/Z, [ 1) h as infinite proper pure subgroups, despite having in general no non-trivial finite pure subgroups,
We now change direction a little, and consider circumstances under which a comprehensive group has a model complete theory. We restrict our attention to groups of bounded exponent (in other words, to &-categorical comprehensive groups). We recall that a theory T is model-complete By a theorem of Saracino [ 111, every &categorical theory without finite models has a model-companion, which is itself &-categorical. Rephrasing this, we can say that if M is a countably infinite &,-categorical structure, then there is a countable &-categorical structure N such that each of M and N can be embedded in the other, and such that the theory of N is model complete (using the downward Liiwenheim-Skolem theorem); by an abuse of terminology, we shall say that N is the model companion of M.
If A is a countably infinite abelian group of bounded exponent, then A is &categorical, and so has a model companion B;which we can describe as follows (see Saracino [ 1 l] for a proof of this):
If A has exponent a power of a prime p, write A = @ E=, [C(pk)lrk, where 0 < rk < co for each k < n. Let j be maximal such that rj = co; then the model companion of A is given by
In general, we write A = @,.. A,, where P is some finite set of primes and A, is a p-group for p E P, and then the model companion of A is just the direct sum of the model companions of the A, (p E P).
We are now entitled to ask what the model companion of a countable comprehensive group of bounded exponent looks like. We answer this question in Theorem D below, but first give an algebraic condition for an &,-categorical structure to have a model complete theory. ProojI We recall that if M is &categorical, n > 1, and f and g are two n-tuples in M", then f and g have the same type in M" (that is, 4(f) and g(g) hold for precisely the same formulae 4(x, ,..., x,~)) precisely when g = fv/ for some I+Y E Aut M (see, for example, the proof of the Ryll-Nardzewski theorem in Shoenfield [ 13, p. 9 11) . Thus the second condition is equivalent to:
if N and P are countable models of Th(M) such that N&P, then N is an elementary substructure of P Suppose that Z, t, and u sati@ the conditions of Theorem C, and that u < CO. Let exp Z = p". Then C(p',p'/Z) has model companion C(p", p/X), where X is determined as f5llows:
Let s' = max(t, u -t); let Y = (z E Z: /z / < p"' 1, and take X to be the modei companion of Y.
In particular, C(p', p'/Z) has a model complete theory precisely when Th(Z) is model complete and either s + t = u or s = t.
Remark. If the decomposition of Z as a direct product of cyclic p-groups is known, then the corresponding decomposition for X can easily be determined, using the algorithm quoted prior to Lemma 3.9.
We begin the proof of Theorem D with a lemma which should also be useful in other contexts: repeatedly, we obtain h 1, h, ,... E H such that (/z;*~..., hz) is pure in H* for each n, and writing L, = (Y/IO, h, )..., h,), we get isomorphisms ,/I,, : K, 4 L,! such that (K,/3,) n Z = YpO, gipll = hi (i < n), and ,L?, extends /I,-, ~ In the limit. we obtain an injection /I: G + H, as required. i
Proof of Theorem D. We claim firstly that if i'%(Z) is model complete. and s + f = u or s = t. with u < co, then the theory of C(p', p'/Z) is model complete. We use the criterion established in Lemma 3.9.
Suppose, then, that G = C(p', p'/Z), and that 8: G--f G is injective, We identify Z with Z(G). If s = t, then G' = Z by Lemma 3.2(b): and so ZB = G'B<G'=Z.
If, on the other hand, s+t=u, then Z=j@':gEG\: for given z E Z, we take A = 1, u E Horn@, Z) to be the trivial map. 1%' = I, and r = t in j3.1) (which we can do since p' jz] < p"" = p") to obtain g E G such that /g* ( = p' and gpf = z; while g"' E Z for al! g E G since exp(G/Z) = p'. So in this second case also we have 26, ,< Z. (Thus in these two cases Z can be defined by an existential formula, and so ZB ,< Z; in general, this is not so, and there are injections 19: G--t G such that ZB 4 Z). But always Zn (GB) < 219, and so Z f7 (Go) = Zt9. Hence 0 induces injections 81, : Z + Z and 8": G* + G*. Now let F be any finite subset of G. We seek ly E Aut G such that r+~ and 8 agree on F. By enlarging F, we may assume that F is a finite subgroup of G and that F* is pure in G* (cf. Fact 6). Now (Fe) n Z = (Fn Z)B, 81, is injective, and Th(Z) is model complete. By Lemma 3.9, we can find a E Aut Z such that 0 and GL agree on F n Z. Moreover, (Fe)* is pure in G*, by Lemma 3.2(d), since (Fe)* is pure in (GB)* and G6' is comprehensive. Deline PO : FZ + (Fe)2 by (fi) p,, = (fs)(za) for f E F and z E Z: this is a well defined isomorphism, since B and c1 agree on F n Z. Now a back and forth argument, using Lemma 3.5 (as in the proof of Theorem 3.6(a)) shows that p,, extends to an automorphism p of G, and /?, PO, and 0 agree on F, as required. Hence T/z(G) is model complete by Lemma 3.9.
Now suppose that Z, t, and u are arbitrary, subject to the conditions of Theorem C, and that u < co. Let G = C(p", p'/Z), and let s', Y, and X be as in the statement of Theorem D. Since s + t > u > s > t, we see that s + t > s' + t > u > s > s' > t. Hence G' < Y< Z(G), by Lemma 3.2(b); and G/Y is a direct product of cyclic subgroups, since exp G < co (Fact 4). Also, if g E G, then gp' E Z and (g"')""' = 1 since s' + t > U; thus gp' E Y. Therefore exp(G/Y) = p', and clearly exp Y = p". Since each of X and Y embeds in the other, we have exp X = exp Y = p". So (X, t, u) satisfies the conditions of Theorem C. Let H = C(p', p'/X). By Lemma 3.10, G can be embedded in H. On the other hand, X embeds .in Y, and Y < Z. Thus X embeds in Z, and so H embeds in G, by a further application of Lemma 3.10. By our first claim, Th(H) is model complete, since T/z(X) is model complete and s' = t or s' + t = u. It follows that H is the model companion of G.
Lastly, if G is model complete, then it is its own model companion, whence Xz Z; this implies that s' = s (considering exponents), so that s = t or s + t = U, and that Z is its own model companion (so that i%(Z) is model complete). This, together with our first claim, establishes the second statement of Theorem D. I Finally. we again comment briefly on the link with the work of Saracino and Wood in [ 121. They showed that if u ,< cc and m = p", then 8,n has a unique countable periodic member, namely, C(p", p'/Z) in our notation, where t = u -1 if p = 2 and u < co, and t = u otherwise, and where Z g C(p')". That these groups are existentially closed models of T" is in accord with our result that if u < 00 and t and Z are as above, then C(p", p'/Z) has a model complete theory (for T/z(Z) is model complete by the remarks preceding Lemma 3.9).
BOOLEAN POWERS OF FINITE NILPOTENT GROUPS
In this final section we contrast the behaviour of the groups considered in the previous two sections with those of certain Boolean powers of finite niIpotent groups. Let R be a Boolean ring, with Stone space X (so that R is the ring of compact open subsets of X). If G is any group, then the (bounded) Boolean power of G by R, denoted GR, is the set of functions from X to G which are continuous with compact support, where G is given the discrete topology, and the support of a function f: X--f G is (X E X: -$ # : 1. Waszkiewicz and Weglorz [ 151 showed that if R has only finitely many atoms, and G is &categorical, then so is GR. Boolean powers of finite groups by such an R are some of the simplest examples of infinite nonabelian K,-categorical groups; in particular, for each finite nilpotent group G, we can obtain corresponding infinite nilpotent &categoricai groups which are "large scale versions of G."
If G is a class 2 group, and R is a Boolean ring, then clearly GR is also of class 2 (provided that R is non-zero), with Z(G") = Z(G)R and (GR)' = (G')R. We detail two properties of these groups: 
Prooj
The residual finiteness of GR can be seen immediately, by considering the evaluation maps of elements of GR at points of X.
For (b), let r= GR and Z = Z(T); suppose that r;': = H* x K", with [H, K] = 1 and H* finite. We must show that N* = 1.
Suppose that y E f -Z: say xy = g for x E A. where A is a compact oper, subset of X and g 6? Z(G). Find h E G such that [g, h] # 1. For B E R, let h, : X-, G take value h on B, and value 1 elsewhere. It is easily seen that if B, C E R with B, C I A and B # C, then hi $4, f h, 'yh,. But R is atomless, so there are infinitely many B E R contained in A: thus jh, 'yh, : B c A i is infinite. On the other hand, if 1' E H and 6 E r, with 6* = h"k" (h E H. k E K), then 6-'1;s = IJ[~, 61 = >f[yy-? h*], since [H. K] = 1. But H* is finite, and so (6-'~6: 6 E T} is finite. It follows that H < 2, and so H* = 1, as claimed. 1
This proposition, set alongside Propositions 2.3 and 3.8. shows that the Boolean power of a finite class 2 group G by a.countable atomless Boolean ring R resembles none of the groups considered in sections two and three. Further, if we let H be the model companion of GR. then W embeds in GR. and so is residually finite, whereas no countable class 2 comprehensive group is residually finite, by Proposition 3.8. It follows that not all Nocategorical class 2 groups with model complete theories are comprehensive. What we can say, however, by virtue of Lemma 3.10, is that every countable class 2 p-group of bounded exponent can be embedded in some countable &-categorical comprehensive group of bounded exponent.
Finally, we note that if R is countable and atomless, and G is class 2, then GR z GR x GR, and so ((GR)*, ] 1) does have proper infinite pure subgroups, despite having no finite such.
